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About Ettijahat- Independent Culture

Ettijahat- Independent Culture is a cultural institution promoting independent cultur-
al productivity in Syria and the wider Arab region. Ettijahat stimulates growth and 
development of independent culture by maintaining strong, mutually beneficial 
relationships between cultural actors and supporting, enabling, and encouraging 
greater creative and artistic output from Syria and the Arab world. Ettijahat strives to 
reflect the priorities of Syrian cultural producers and beneficiaries and always 
maintains a high standard of independence and direct response to local, regional, and 
international developments in the fields of Syria’s current situation, and cultural policy 
as a whole.

The organization has delivered a wealth of opportunities to talented young artists, 
academics, and initiatives under our diverse range of programs. In doing so, Ettijahat 
hopes to shift the conventional notion of culture (from part of the Syrian service 
sector) gradually towards a greater understanding of culture as part of the develop-
ment sector.

Vision

We look towards a plural and diverse Syria that is intellectually productive, artistically 
genuine, and where culture is the inalienable right of every citizen.

Mission and General Objectives

Ettijahat aims to deliver the cultural needs of the Syrian people in Syria, in neighboring 
countries, and abroad in the MENA region and Europe, as people continue to spread 
around the world due to the ongoing political and social challenges. In this time of 
uncertainty, two simultaneous phenomena have occurred: first, a troubling level of 
risk concerning preservation and innovation in Syrian culture. Second, funding and 
training opportunities for independent artists have disappeared, along with the 
freedom to criticize power-holders within Syria. Ettijahat’s mission is to prevent the 
former as far as possible by combating the latter; on  the long term, the organization 
hopes to bring culture to the discussion table when the time comes for rebuilding 
Syria.

Our general objectives include:
- To improve the general environment for cultural practices in Syria, including the 
development of cultural policy, the general directions for culture and arts, and the 
diversification of funding resources and methods.
-  To support young artists and the independent cultural sector by providing opportunities 
to produce, network, and develop skills, knowledge, and experience.
-  To integrate creative and cultural work with social change through cultural initiatives 
that contain a dimension of development and aim to improve living conditions, especially 
amongst the most marginalized groups of people affected by the political developments.
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About Research- To Strengthen Culture of Knowledge

This annual capacity-building programme aims to provide an opportunity of full-time 
devotion for young researchers to research within the field of cultural studies. The 
research aspect of the programme is directed towards young researchers, university 
graduates in the fields of culture and urban geography, participants in the arts and 
creative and social fields, research institutions, regional and international cultural 
institutions, and all other Syrian cultural activists. The programme seeks to enhance 
the researchers` skills, giving them guidance and access to accomplish their research 
project. The project will probably be their first other than their academic studies. 
Experienced cultural researchers, who constitute the scientific committee of the 
project, will directly supervise the projects. The programme's annual edition will last 
for 12 months and consists of three key phases: 1) Selection of young researchers and 
preparation of training curriculum, 2) Training and skill enhancement, and 3) Comple-
tion of actual research supervised by experienced researchers. 

The programme will focus on current topics in cultural research that are relevant to 
the situation in Syria, especially changes in the perspectives of Syrian artists about 
their relation to the society and the transformations it is witnessing. 

At the end of the programme, a selection committee of experts and experienced 
researchers will be formed to evaluate the research, writing a report that will provide 
guidance and advice to the young researchers about their work. In accordance with 
their assessment Ettijahat- Independent Culture will electronically publish a selection 
of researches and extracts of all the research translations in a booklet. This activity will 
completely depend on the scientific committee’s assessment of the quality of the 
completed research.

Objectives

-  To build the capabilities and knowledge of 10 young researchers in different fields of 
cultural research.
-  To complete 10 innovative research pieces to be used as primary indicators of social 
change, and which will remain as valuable historic commentaries of that time in years 
to come.
-  To design and implement a rigorous and constructive training programme, led by an 
expert Scientific Committee, who will also supervise and guide the participants in the 
completion of their research.
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Donor
 
Mimeta - centre for culture and development – focuses on supporting the service 
providers to the arts- and creative sectors in Africa, Asia and Latin America. We are 
aiming at strengthening structures through organization, information and advocacy, 
through platforms and mobility and through the development of creative economies.

Mimeta strongly believes in securing and fostering the moral and material interests of 
country’s cultural production and expressions. These interests constitute a significant 
part of every nation's assets and may represent a major contribution to development, 
to human rights and democracy, and to the eradication of poverty. 

Mimeta’s main priorities are:
Democratization: Foster improvement in structures and the organizing of the arts 
sector.
Mobility: Foster intercultural cooperating of the arts sector.
Creativity and Economy: Foster cooperating between culture and the business sector.

This programme was accomplished with the support of Mimeta - Centre for Culture 
and Development.
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The Scientific Committee

Hassan Abbas

Abbas holds a PhD from Université de La Sorbonne Nouvelle - Paris III in Modern 
Literature and is President of the Syrian League for Citizenship. He is a Professor and 
Researcher at the French Institute of the Middle East (IFPO) in Damascus.

He was also Director of cultural activities at Institut Français d'Etudes Arabes de Damas 
from 1992 till 2006. He is a Co-founder and executive member of the human rights 
association in Syria l'Association des droits de l'homme en Syrie. He has published 
numerous books and scholarly articles in Arabic, French, and German.

Marianne Noujaim

Noujaim has a PhD in Theater studies from Université de la Sorbonne nouvelle (Paris 
3) and a PhD in French Literature form the Holy Spirit University of Kaslik. She currently 
teaches at the Lebanese University in the Faculty of Arts and the Faculty of Letters and 
Human Sciences.

Salam Kawakibi

Kawakibi is Deputy Director for the Arab Reform Initiative (ARI), where he develops 
and coordinates ARI's research, including the groundbreaking reports on the State of 
Reform in the Arab World. He is a leading commentator on political reform in the Arab 
world, writing essays, research papers, and policy analyses for the Arab Reform 
Initiative and other organizations.

He is President of the Initiative for a New Syria, an Associate Researcher at the Barcelo-
na Centre for International Affairs (CIDOB), Senior Fellow of the Centre for Syrian 
Studies at the University of St. Andrews, and a member of the Consultative Council of 
the Mediterranean Citizens' Assembly (MCA).

He teaches in the master's program on development and migration at Paris-Sorbonne 
University. Previously, he was Principal Researcher at the Faculty of Political Science of 
the University of Amsterdam (11-2009) and Director of the French Institute of the 
Middle East (IFPO) in Aleppo, Syria between 2000 and 2006. He has published numer-
ous essays in edited volumes and specialized journals in Arabic, English, French, 
Spanish, and German on human rights, civil society, migration, media, North-South 
relations, and political reform in the Arab world.

He holds a DEA in political sciences from Sciences Po Aix, a DEA in international 
relations, and a BA in economics from Aleppo University.
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The Mentors
 
Hassan Abbas: Biography listed in scientific committee

Jad Al-Kareem Jebaie

Syrian writer and researcher, born in 1945.
Graduated from the Public House for Teachers in 1965, with a bachelor’s degree from 
Damascus University from the Faculty of Arab Language and Literature and Joined the 
Arab Writer’s Union in 2000.
A schoolteacher and Arab literature schoolmaster in Lattkia, Sweida & Damascus up 
to1982, an editor and a proof-reader at the Board of Arab Encyclopedia in Damascus 
from 1987 to 2010. Assignee to writing and research.  
Published a number of books : Freedom of the Other; Towards a Democratic Vision for 
the National Issue, The Civil Society; ID of Diversity, Issues of Rising, The Kurdish Issue; 
Debate and Approaches, Rose of the Present Cross; Towards a New Social Agreement 
and a Democratic Pan-Arabism, A Road to Democracy, In the Modern National State, 
The Arab Ideological Phantom, Life Debate or Dialectic of Knowledge and Polities, 
Conversation with Elias Murcos, Modernity beyond Borders, Discussion on Freedom of 
the Individual, ID and Memory, Conversation with Nabeel Al-Shweri, From Tribalism to 
Citizenship. 
Contributed with other colleges in co-writing  books among which are the Destiny of 
the political Party in the Arab World, Pros and Cons of Arab Partisan Experience, 
Democracy and Human rights in Syria, Female Participation in Political Life, Human 
Rights in the Contemporary Arab Thought, Arab Thought and Debate.

Jamal Chehayed 

Jamal Chehayed has a PhD in comparative literature from La Nouvelle Sorbonne, Paris, 
France in 1974. He worked as a professor at Damascus University. Currently, he is a 
researcher at the French Institute for Middle East Studies and a visiting professor at 
College de France. He has written five books in Arabic and French, and translated 17 
books, to and from French. Among his books: Memory in Contemporary Arab Novels 
(2011), and Rhetoric of Modernity in Literature (2004). His translations included two 
parts of Proust’s seven volume work, Lamartine’s Journey to the Orient, two volumes 
of The Book of Method by Edgar Morin, and Dictionary of Epistemology. He focuses on 
narration and modern criticism.

Marianne Noujaim: Biography listed in scientific committee

Marie Elias

Holds a PhD in Theatre from France and is a professor in the Faculty of French Litera-
ture at and the Faculty of Letters at Damascus University.  She was Head of the    
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Faculty of French Literature in 2003 and was a Lecturer and supervisor for students 
writing theses to graduate from the Higher Institute for Dramatic Arts in Damascus 
until 2001. This involved reading dramatic and theatre texts as well as theatre 
criticism. From 2007 up until now she has contributed to the drafting and updating of 
the teaching curriculum and admission exams in the department for theatre studies at 
the Higher Institute for Dramatic Arts. Elias is a lecturer at the Jesuit University in 
Beirut – Lebanon and is a member of the editorial board for the specialized refereed 
Magazine entitled Life Theatre issued by the Ministry of Culture in Syria until 2005. She 
was a member of editorial board for Damascus refereed Magazine from 2002 until 
2007 and a member of international selection committee for festival of youth theatre 
in Rome affiliated with the Italian Ministry for Culture. She was also President of 
selection committee for the festival of Cartage entitled Theatre Days in Tunisia for its 
2001 session. She is a Palm academic carrier of knight and officer rank for specific tasks 
(such as scientific missions, translation, and cultural project management), helping to 
activate cultural relations and exchange in the fields of culture and theatre. She has 
participated in a number of seminars, conferences and festivals where lectures are 
presented in Arabic and French, and published several studies and researches in the 
field of theatre, literature and humanities in journals and periodicals (especially the 
humanities, theatre and celebrations, the actor and the body, theatre criticism, 
women in the Arab theatre and in Syria in particular… the Palestinian theatre…). Elias 
has published several interviews with the Saadallah Wanous theatre in Carmel Journal 
and Roads Magazine and conducted several studies on Algerian Literature in French, 
the literature of Amin Maalouf as well as studies in comparative literature and the 
relationship between literature and reality. She has managed training courses in the 
field of theatre in many cities including Damascus, Dubai, Amman and Alexandria. 
Finally she has introduced and developed the school theatre project in cooperation 
with the Ministry of Education in Damascus and supervised preparation of theatrical 
performances for children.

Meisoun Ali
 
Meisoun Ali has a PhD in dramatic studies from the Jesuit University, Lebanon. She 
works as a professor of modern and contemporary theatre in the Higher Institute of 
Dramatic Arts, in Damascus, Syria where she teaches in both the Dramatic Studies and 
Acting departments. She has written several studies including Syrian Youth Theatre, 
The Joy of Theatre, Theatre of the Oppressed, and The Meaning of Actor’s Body in 
Theatre. She has also written about directors’ trends and contemporary Western 
theatre and several studies on narration.
She participated in many specialised workshops with international theatre-makers 
such as Arian Mnuchkine, Eugenio Barba, Judith Malina, Robert Wilson, and Philip 
Janti. She conducted in-depth interviews with them on their method and way of work. 
She also served as a member of the Committee for Coordinating the Intellectual Panels 
and Choosing Participating Plays in Damascus Theatre Arts Studies.
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The Researchers
 
Alaaaiddin Al Alem
Standards of quality in Syrian theatre today
 
Avedis Kaprealian
Expression Founded in the ‘Now’: Interactive Theatre as an Example

Boushra Adi
Taq taq taqiyeh: A study of memory in games

Dima Abou Zeidan 
The Role of Schools in Preparing Individuals for Civil Society and Equal Citizenship

Dima Ali
Sarcasm as an Expression of the Syrian Reality

Hani Al-Telfah
Political stereotypes in the Syrian Revolution: Meanings and Effects

Omar Bakbouk 
Selfie Videos in Syria

Raghad Shujaa 
War poetry: Aesthetics and odds of the Syrian crisis

Waseem Al Sharqi
The Image of ‘the Homeland’ in the Underground Syrian Songs

Wasim Al Salti 
Children under the Dark Rule of the “Islamic State” Organization
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    Alaaaiddin Al Alem is a Palestinian-Syrian journalist. He holds a degree in Arabic 
Literature from Damascus University and a degree in Dramatic Studies from the Higher 
Institute of Dramatic Studies in Damascus. He worked as a reporter of cultural 
activities for several newspapers, including Al Arab in London, Assafir in Lebanon, and 
Al Hayat also in London. He prepared and directed Jean-Paul Sartre’s No Exit for the 
stage with a grant from Citizen Artists Foundation and he is working on his first 
research now benefiting from a grant by Ettijahat-Independent Culture.

Email: alem_alaa@yahoo.com

Standards of Quality in Syrian 
Theatre Today
Alaaaiddin Al Alem
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About the research

    Countless studies and papers have been written about the contemporary changes in 
Syrian society. Most of these, however, were guided by the political bias of their 
writers. The studies focussed solely on the most obvious changes. Less apparent chang-
es, although not less important, have remained in the shadows, even though they 
have an impact that is sometimes much greater than those of the more apparent 
changes. Among these subtle changes are hidden ones that are affecting the roots of 
Syrian arts. The research focuses on this type of change.

    Where are these changes? Do they really exist or are they individual cases in certain 
plays? More importantly, who is responsible for these changes that are taking their 
course within Syrian theatre? Who imposes new criteria for evaluation, to separate 
what is good from what is mediocre? Are the organisations supporting theatre behind 
that, or is it the academic establishment, namely the Higher Institute of Dramatic Arts? 
Or is it everybody? In other words, if this change is actually happening, who is behind it?

    Since these changes are subtle and hidden behind the static general landscape of 
Syrian theatre, the research requires a method or a theory that can investigate chang-
es that cannot be understood without examining how they arrived at Syrian theatre 
stages. The theory of the French intellectual, Pierre Bourdieu (2002  –  1930) in art 
fields holds the answer for the purpose of this research.

    Bourdieu’s theory cannot be explained in this short synopsis; especially since the 
research explains it extensively. It is possible, however, to speak of Bourdieu’s role 
within the sociology of the arts—a field that puts art under the scrutiny of sociology, 
just like any other social phenomenon. Bourdieu is from the third generation of sociolo-
gists who studied art, but when others studied the sociology of the arts, the arts in 
society, and then arts and society, Bourdieu pioneered studying art as a society. Reject-
ing taking anything for granted, Bourdieu wondered what makes anything a work of 
art, what makes a work of art mediocre or populist, and what makes another work 
genuinely good art. Through posing these questions, he uncovered the mechanisms in 
which political authorities use art, after he took art out of the traditional sociological 
view of art as a reflection of reality, which was inspired by Marxism. Bourdieu studied 
art not as a reflection, but as a relatively independent society that has its own charac-
teristics and conflicts.

    Bourdieu’s studies of art are important because he did not stop at looking into what 
defines art. He unveiled how to recognise a social action as an art, and how to see 
others that are not. Syrian theatre was never studied as a relatively independent field. 
Prior research neither examined who are the owners of the highest ‘symbolic capital’ 
in this area; nor the symbolic political authorities and the violence that results from 
their interference in theatre. The applied part of the research is not a mere application 
of Bourdieu’s theory on the Syrian theatre movement in 2015-2009. Such application 
would lead to inaccurate results. The research rather makes use of the Bourdieu’s
tools to analyse the reality of Syrian theatre in general, and independent productions
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in particular, without holding on to the generalities of the theory, or practicing method-
ical stubbornness. This analysis takes into account the peculiarities of Syrian society and 
the position of culture within it.

    Using this method to study subject plays, the research arrives at a set of standards 
to categorise these plays, with discussions that are supported by examples. The 
standards are dramaturgy, adherence to original texts, level of realism, and adapting 
subjects to the local environment. These serve as general traits that are discussed 
when presenting each play. At the same time, the research does not claim that these 
standards are final or sacred; they are results that this research is trying to present in 
order to start a richer discussion about Syrian theatre today.
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Expression Founded in the
‘Now’: Interactive Theatre
as an Example
Avedis Kaprealian

    Avedis Kaprealian has graduated from the Higher Institute of Dramatic Arts, Depart-
ment of Dramatic Studies in Damascus, Syria. He has been working as a director and 
trainer on interactive theatre with different organisations since 2008. He has lots of 
experience as a theatre writer, director, and actor in Syria and Lebanon. He co-founded 
private film institutes in Aleppo and taught in them. Also a filmmaker, he finished his 
first feature film, Houses Without Doors, before the end of 2015. The film was 
screened for the first time during the 61st Berlin International Film Festival in the 
Forum division in 2016.

Email: avokaprealian@hotmail.com
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About the research

    When the space for expression is eliminated in any given country, the political 
regime can control everything. An oppressive political regime cannot silence each and 
every person in the whole country, but it can eliminate spaces that allow public expres-
sion as well as spaces of communication and dialogue.

   This research strives to examine the importance of expression for both individuals 
and groups, while stating the essential difference between the expression of the 
individual as a person, and the collective expression as a group (classroom, family, 
society, organisation, etc.) as well as the endless conflict between these two concepts.

    The research studies the initial places where individuals start expressing themselves. 
These places act as spaces where individuals acquire skills to express themselves, their 
ideas, their hopes, their pains, etc. In parallel, the research studies the same places 
where the same happens for groups, meaning collective expression. The research 
relies on the methodical foundations that were put in place by the Brazilian theatre 
maker Augusto Boal and his rich experience over the decades in different places 
around the world.

    The title of the research, The Theatre of the Oppressed as a Parallel Reality, refers to 
the eternal nature of theatre—the ‘here and now’. The research builds upon the 
hypothesis that Syrians are experiencing an unprecedented social fragmentation. They 
have no home and no stability; no identity, no past, and no roots. When people are 
without past and without roots, they have to re-establish themselves on new founda-
tions. How can they do that without expression and without ridding themselves of the 
past’s burdens, mistakes, problems, and illnesses? Theatre in general, and interactive 
theatre in particular, is a platform for such expression. It’s the art of the present—the 
‘here and now’. It’s a space that investigates the past, in order to allow people to look 
at the future through the present. It’s the art of dialogue; the art of democracy and 
freedom of expression. It is critical for peoplesthat lived in closed circles of fear and 
restlessness for decades to practice these concepts in order to rethink and reshape them.

    Alexander Lowen wrote in his book, Bioenergetica: “The only way to achieve real 
growth in the now is to relive the past. If the past is eliminated, there will be no future. 
Growth is a natural process and cannot be forged. It has a common law that applies to 
all living beings. For example, a tree grows higher only when its roots grow deeper 
toward the centre of the Earth. That is how we learn by studying the past, and the only 
way a person can grow is by deepening his or her roots in his or her own past. The past 
stays in a person’s body.”

    An individual is both a body and a soul. To achieve balance between them, individu-
als must be aware of all parts that form them. Theatre in general, and interactive 
theatre in particular, focuses on the body as much as it focuses on the soul; on 
emotions as much as on the mind. Being a healthy person starts simply by breathing 
correctly. A person who does not breathe correctly shortens his or her body’s life. If he 
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or she does not move freely, his or her body’s life would be shortened as well. If a 
person is not fully aware of himself or herself, his or her mind would be narrow, and 
his or her self-expression would be inferior. In fact, most people express themselves 
using a very small amount of their energy and feeling.

    Human nature is to be open to life and love. But humans are protected, shielded, 
afraid, and closed, they acquire a personality that is different than original human 
nature. They become hostile. Their character is based on doubt, fear, and mistrust. The 
first thing that interactive theatre does is restore trust and with that, it restores the 
ability to see the other as an independent entity, which leads to seeing the other more 
objectively. Although the research is mainly theoretical, it will be supported by practi-
cal experience, since the researcher has been working as a director of and trainer on 
interactive theatre since 2008.

    The research tries to restore trust in theatre as the art of the ‘here and now’. Theatre 
is made for the audience. It is a political, social, and live art, which shows its true role 
in times of grave catastrophes and tragedies. Theatre is irreplaceable. Interactive 
theatre is especially so, since it is a radical form of theatre that is aligned with undergo-
ing change in the world. Working on interactive theatre is crucial, not only as a special-
ised form of theatre, but also as a part of the vast field of ‘social-psychological 
support’.

    This research also discusses the re-examination of the concept of social space and 
its relationship with expression mechanisms in theatre. This becomes especially impor-
tant as Syrians live in different spaces and different countries, creating a fragmented 
social space. Moreover, the research discusses concepts such as freedom, expression, 
democracy, and the other. These concepts have affected our natural growth, as individ-
uals and as groups. The research discusses their relationship with expression through 
theatre.
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    Born in Damascus in 1984, Boushra Adi graduated from the Faculty of Fine Arts in 
Damascus, Syria in 2006. She worked as a photo journalist for three years in the local 
newspapers Baladna and Al Watan and then in the Syrian Opera House. She also 
helped organise exhibitions and cultural events in Tajalliyat Gallery in 2009. Currently, 
she is a coordinator of cultural and artistic events in Basmeh and Zeitooneh in Beirut, 
Lebanon. 

Email: boushraadi@gmail.com

Taq taq taqiyeh A study of 
memory n games
Boushra Adi
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About the research

    Heritage is a fundamental part of preserving the identity and unity of communities 
as well as their psychological, cultural, and social closeness to one another. Popular 
games are an important part of this heritage. They help build a spirit of sharing and 
collectiveness and unify feelings, trends, and traditions. They also develop the spirit of 
creativity, challenge, and positive competitiveness among individuals. Playing is an 
innate action that humans practice since early childhood. Children’s lives revolve 
around playing as a way of learning, exploring surroundings, acquiring skills, and 
building their future personalities. Passion for playing continues as people grow old, 
but with different perspectives and choice games.

    The main goal of this research is to highlight a number of popular games in Syrian 
society and their role as an immaterial heritage that preserves Syrian identity, especial-
ly under the current circumstances. The research lists and categorises popular games 
and discusses their different aspects: how they are played, details of differences and 
similarities between regions, and what the games represent and symbolise.

    Most popular games were documented by conducting field studies through surveys 
and interviews with people from specific regions inside and outside Syria. The surveys 
used are oral. They are built on individual or collective interviews with people from the 
same social environment as well as several books and publications.

    Popular games were studied in two categories: Adults’ games and children’s games. 
Children’s games are divided into boys’ only games, girls’ only games, and mixed games.

    The research considers the geographic richness of the respective environments 
including urban, nomadic, mountain, and costal environments; therefore, the research 
examines them as per regions, focusing on dialects and traditions.

    The research then discusses the concept of society’s cultural identity, and how war 
affected it. This is done by studying political, social, economic, and cultural changes 
that resulted from the harsh circumstances of the last five years. Essentially, the 
research investigates the impact of those changes on the immaterial heritage of Syrian 
society as a part of Syrian identity, as well as how children’s games have changed 
radically during the last five years. The mass displacement, both within and outside 
Syria, has affected how children, and even adults, deal with games, including new 
ones. The research also asserts the importance of popular games as a part of immateri-
al heritage, and the importance of preserving them; for they play a crucial role in 
transferring traditions and knowledge from one generation to the next, both naturally 
and spontaneously. Popular games build a culture that is rich with meanings, symbols, 
and social and humanitarian morals, that support a spirit of unity, collectiveness, 
brotherhood, and cooperation. They also form aroot of perseverance and adventure in 
the spirit of said society. 

    The research also mentions the role of immaterial heritage, including games, in 
preserving the identity of individuals and regions. Popular games are an important 
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part of a people’s heritage that pass from one generation to the next. They are also an 
important part of national identities as they embody the heritage of fathers and grand-
fathers and are rooted in their environments. They express a collective, creative work 
that resembles nature. That is why preserving, spreading and understanding the mean-
ings of this cultural heritage for people and society is of crucial importance. Popular 
games are a manifestation of a peoples’ cultural character, for it contributes to 
societies’ prosperity and the peoples’ freedom and unity. Preserving cultural heritage 
enriches human culture.
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The Role of Schools in
Preparing Individuals for Civil
Society and Equal Citizenship
Dima Abou Zeidan

    After graduating from the Department of English Literature within the Faculty of 
Literature in Damascus, Dima Abou Zeidan worked for Syriatel Telecom in –  2009 
2013.Between 2014 and 2015, she worked for DHL in the World Food Programme’s 
department of humanitarian aid. She is currently a translator, working for several 
promotional companies in the UAE.

Email: dima.ab85@gmail.com
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About the research

    Education in Syria has always been put into question by most segments of the 
society. Therefore, it was necessary to discuss the situation of education, the position 
of schools in Syrian society and how schools contribute to the prosperity of human life, 
as well as their importance in building the society and driving it toward equal citizenship.

    Doubtlessly, the spread of secular education in schools, institutes and universities 
around the country was one of the main forces behind the progress that Syrian society 
had achieved in lifestyles, ways of thinking, and patterns of behaviour between Syria’s 
independence and 2011.

    The research focuses on the material and immaterial structure of schools, as educa-
tional and pedagogic institutions that complement some of the families’ functions, 
and how they serve as children’s first contact with the society and state, providing 
these last two with their outcome. Schools have a crucial impact on children’s personal-
ities and on producing and reproducing knowledge and culture. For schools play a vital 
role in most social, economic, political, and cultural aspects of public life. They contrib-
ute to spreading political ideas and beliefs among students, and directly contribute to 
raising awareness and enriching its intellectual, scientific, literary, and artistic content.

    In schools, a society’s progress or backwardness is decided as schools determine 
whether students will be open, willing, and skilled to treat themselves as accom-
plished, free, and independent individuals. Therefore, schools, as an environment, 
could drive forward, or push backward, innovation and creativity in different areas of 
knowledge and work, as well as all aspects of human activity. 

    To study this environment deeply, several questions must be answered first: Did 
Syrian schools meet the expectations of those who sent their sons and daughters 
there? Did the spread of education and schools liberate individuals from the limita-
tions of traditions? Why did political authorities slightly loosen their stronghold on 
schools after controlling them completely for many years? How did schools affect 
the formulation of cultural and political elite in general and the political leaders and 
the leaders of civil society in particular? Did schools have any role in the uprising in 
the spring of 2011, when young people discovered the contradiction between the 
political regime and their needs and aspirations?
 
    The research utilises a historical method to investigate the evolution of schools 
and the educational establishment as a whole. It also examines the development of 
society’s attitude toward education, especially for young girls. The research also 
uses a method of description and analysis.

    The research aims at shedding as much light as possible on the reality of schools 
in primary education before 2011; their educational, scientific, cultural, and moral 
outcome, and the dangerous effects of transforming schools into propaganda 
platforms through the organisations of the ruling Baath party.
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    This study includes a brief historical description of education in the Ottoman era, 
when children learnt religion-related subjects. Students were obedient followers of 
the ‘sheikhs’—the religious teachers. Schools in this era were divided into three catego-
ries: Quran learning classes, religious schools, and government schools. The research 
continues to discuss education during the French occupation of Syria. In that era, the 
first aspects of secular, organised education appeared. In addition to missionaries and 
their religious schools that were concerned with spreading the Christian religion in 
French-controlled territories, secular French schools were established. These schools 
taught both French history and French language. The French government prepared 
and trained teachers in a manner that helped promoteits interests in its colonies.

    The research seeks the identifying structures of schools. This can be either internal 
structures, such as rules of procedures and subjects, or external and material 
structures, such as the look of schools, and the educational tools used within them. 
The research examines organisations that were effectively used as propaganda tools, 
i.e. the different youth organisations of the Baath party, and how they drove politicis-
ing the educational system, and giving it an ideological nature.

    Additionally, the research tries to have an in-depth observation of the educational 
system, focusing on the importance of the subjects of Arabic language and religion. 
Students were selected based on their grades in these subjects, which promotes 
preferring Arabic to other languages in the region including international languages. 
Teaching the subject of religion played a major role in dividing the Syrian society on 
sectarian and religious bases, as children would be separated as per their faiths in 
religion classes. Each group of a certain faith would learn their own religion, and 
schools neglected teaching students about the religion of others. This deepened 
religious affiliations, and sectarian division among individuals.
 
    Moreover, the research sheds light on the essential impact that schools have been 
having on social and political public life, and how education can drive societies 
forward, or push them backward.

    Since they are government establishments, schools follow the same hierarchy of 
other establishments. Each individual in these establishments tries to apply a level of 
control that suits their position and status. The research tries to discuss the relation-
ship between teachers and students, and how this authoritarian relationship contrib-
utes to the determination of life within schools, as well as the creation of a new 
culture, or reproducing older culture and heritage.

    The research also discusses the educational situation after 2011. The crisis in the 
region has led to an obvious educational crisis in all Syrian regions, north to south, and 
east to west. It also analyses changing subject matters taught in schools and its impact 
on improving education or degrading it. It also discusses how the crisis has led to the 
emergence of an alternative education that the fighting parties were keen to establish 
in the regions where they are in control in order to have more control and influence 
and build generations with their culture and ideology.
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    Finally, the research tries to identify the role of schools in building a new Syrian 
society that is based on equal citizenship, and how schools are currently obstructing 
the evolution of society, and the achievement of equal citizenship. They do that by 
adopting practices that contradict the principles of equal citizenship, such as the 
phenomenon of injustice in schools, preferring the subjects of the Arabic language and 
religion to other subjects, while neglecting science. All these factors contributed to the 
marginalisation of equal citizenship in Syria in general, and schools in particular. 
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About the research

    The research discusses black comedy and sarcasm as a way of expressing feelings 
and thoughts about contemporary Syrian reality. Sarcasm has widely spread as a way 
of confrontation and resistance that Syrians use to express themselves when facing a 
tragic reality and daily oppression. The main motive to conduct this research is observ-
ing sarcasm and the tools Syrians used to produce it.

    Sarcasm as a way of facing reality has been very popular among Syrians due to its 
strong symbolism and varied techniques. It has become an honest mirror that reflects 
the true suffering of Syrians. The paradox between sarcasm’s comedic nature and 
tragic contents simulates the ironies and contradictions of Syrian daily life.

    In order to explain the meaning of sarcasm, the first section of the research follows 
the concepts of sarcasm and black comedy through several linguistic and literary defini-
tions. This section will also include a discussion of the relationship between sarcastic 
content and the audience and the key motives behind using sarcasm in produced 
content. Building on these elements, this section arrives at the conclusion that 
sarcasm is a cry of protest in the face of a reality full of pain and catastrophes. It mocks 
the paradox between the world’s proclaimed humanitarian values and its harsh truth. 
It is a cry of frustration that results from the inability to realise hopes and dreams 
when injustice predominates over daily life. This frustration, however, is expressed 
with a witty smile that hides a heart in unbearable pain. The audience laugh to hide 
their disillusion with a world that is reaching unprecedented levels of brutality.

    Sarcasm deals with moral, social, and political deviations and sicknesses that spread 
among individuals and within societies. It does not just watch and observe; it attacks 
and discloses ugly aspects of reality. The level of sarcasm is usually proportional with 
the size of tragedy. The more devastating the tragedy, the darker the sarcasm—a 
sarcasm that elicits laughs, which hide profound bitterness.

    Sarcastic content mainly relies on irony as a strategy, seeking to emphasise the 
difference between what is being said and the subtext. Many techniques are used as 
well, such as exaggeration, contradiction, parodies, etc. to get the message across in a 
creative manner that moves the audience.

    In light of this summary, six artistic examples, produced after the uprising started, 
are analysed. These include three songs: I Love Death by Batool Mohammed, My 
Name is the Regime by the Syrian Bear group, and We Want to Fill Prison Cells by the 
Strong Moscow Heroes group. The analysed works also include three videos: The 
Syrian Revolution in Three Minutes by activists from Kafrenbel, Super Mario-Becoming 
a Refugee by Samir Al Metfi and The Fatherland Belongs to Those Who Occupy It 
performed by Thu Al Fiqar Ali and directed by Rami Al Bakour.

    Sarcasm had been present in the Syrian landscape as one of the strongest expres-
sions of reality. Sarcastic artists were inspired by reality, creating their laughs from the 
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pains and tragedies of Syrians. All artistic and literary expressions used sarcasm as a 
tool to analyse the current situation and resist its complexities. For many, sarcasm was 
the weapon of choice in the face of growing violence and profound pains. It was a 
defence mechanism that softened shocks and translated them into smiles in order to 
lighten their impact. Thus, it would not be an exaggeration to say that the sarcastic 
content that the Syrian has been producing since the beginning of the uprising was 
integrated with reality, taking its colours from real pains, which made this sarcasm 
dark and mixed each smile with a tear.

    The analysed content depended on irony as a strategy to express the contradiction 
between reality and citizens’ hopes and wishes. Hiding deep pains, the laughs caused 
by these ironies transform into feelings of grave loss after unveiling their true meaning 
and hidden goal. Producers of sarcastic content used simple, common language, 
inspired by the vocabulary of the Syrian people in the streets. This made the content 
closer to audience, not only by subjects, but also by the language and form of expres-
sion used. The similarities between analysed works can be understood in light of this 
last fact.

    Due to its large popularity, an atmosphere of competition between content produc-
ers dominated the field. This is evident by the rise of the number of production compa-
nies specialised in producing content that is identified as sarcastic. Some content, 
however, lacked professionality and originality, and tended to be naïve and over-simpli-
fied at times. Another noteworthy fact is that many groups that emerged at the 
beginning of the uprising stopped producing content after the peaceful movement 
was militarised. Immigration abroad and the difficulties of traveling as well as deten-
tion of many activists must have caused some groups to stop working.
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About the research

    The research tries to understand political stereotypes and their impact on social 
relationships among individuals and groups within Syrian society during the uprising 
which started in March of 2011. This research also aims to study examples of political 
stereotypes and to articulate these images linguistically in the context of their usage 
and significance in Syrian political rhetoric during the revolution. This leads to discover-
ing the negative effects of political stereotypes on social relationships among individu-
als, and poses the question: are these stereotypical images a cause for the use of 
violence and annihilation of the other?

    The research begins with defining the stereotypical image in general terms and then 
the variations of its definitions across the humanities as well as social and political 
sciences. In addition to a survey of previous research on the concept, including studies 
that tackled the role of the stereotypical image in forming political opinion during war 
and conflict on a domestic and international scale, among individuals and groups.
 
    The research then discusses how a political stereotype is formulated, explaining its 
components, the functions it performs for individuals or for political authorities that 
use it. This will be discussed through examples of political stereotypes that formulated 
during the Syrian uprising, such as ‘regime loyalist’ (menhebbakji), ‘infiltrator’ 
(mundass), ‘grey neutral’ (ramadi), and ‘thug’ (shabbih). These images will be studied, 
deconstructed and articulated linguistically to expand the knowledge of their use in 
political rhetoric as well as shed light on their signifiers. The research will also use the 
methodologies of deconstructing political rhetoric with examples of how the media 
use such images.

    The research also documents some instances when stereotypical images were 
employed either in political slogans used by political parties or in songs and cartoons 
used to support a certain political position. Additionally, the research uses a survey of 
a random sample to measure public opinion about the four selected stereotypes, by 
asking responders to choose five descriptions of the aforementioned stereotypes. 
Based on the survey, the research arrives at conclusions that summarise the views on 
the elements of the selected stereotypes that the random sample—which comprises 
around 100 people—hold about the elements of stereotypes.
 
    At the end, the research will attempt to answer the question on the negative implica-
tions of stereotypical images and their possible contribution to the on-going violence 
within Syria. Did these stereotypes exist as tools that aided parties in the conflict to 
demonise and dehumanise the other thus justifying violence? Cases of the use of 
violence based on stereotyping the other will be presented as part of the study.
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About the research

    There is no doubt that the popular uprising in Syria has affected Syrian art as much 
as other aspects of cultural and social life in the country. All known art forms tried to 
work on war and its effects. On the other hand, new art forms emerged due to the fact 
that the uprising opened up new platforms for the marginalised, which created 
independent and innovative forms of expression that are completely separated from 
traditional or predominant cultural expressions. The selfie video is one of these new 
art forms.

    The spread of selfie videos does not result from the Syrian situation alone. It is the 
fruit of the technological revolution in the smartphone world. Smartphones have been 
the enabler of this phenomenon, not only in Syria and the Arab region, but throughout 
the world. This research, however, focuses on selfie videos exclusively in Syria and it 
does not direct any special attention to the reasons behind this phenomenon. The 
research focuses on describing this phenomenon as it is now, focussing especially on 
videos that were filmed between2014 and 2016. The research tries to follow the 
phenomenon since it started, posing many questions, the most important of which is: 
Is it an artistic or social phenomenon?

    The research seeks to discuss the relationship between society and these types of 
videos, analysing the content of some examples to show artistic elements in them, 
whether they are conscious artistic choices, or spontaneous incidents brought on by 
coincidence. Through this analysis, the research arrives at conclusions about the 
relationship between the product and the producer. The research identifies three 
different categories of selfie videos according to their goal or the way performers/pro-
ducers dealt with them. The categories are: documentary selfie video, mirror selfie 
videos, and artistic selfie videos. The research is divided into three chapters that 
correspond to this categorisation.

    The first chapter examines the characteristics of self-documentation and the impor-
tance of having marginalised groups documenting their lives and surroundings. 
Before, their lives were shown through professional journalists or filmmakers who 
produced documentaries about them. With selfie videos, the marginalised took 
matters into their own hands, and expressed themselves directly.

    The second chapter discusses the characteristics of this technology. A ‘selfie camera’ 
is both a video camera and a mirror. Examples of producers who treated the camera as 
a mirror, and wanted to share their private moments with others are studied in this 
chapter. Most problematic and popular Syrian selfie videos belong to this category.

    The third chapter discusses how young, talented and marginalised artists used the 
selfie video technique to express their artistic talents and tendencies or to deliver their 
message. Many young people used selfie videos as a way to showcase their talents and 
artistic abilities and to express their political points of view in innovative ways.
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    In the end, the research does not try to give ratings to these videos and their produc-
ers. It only seeks to describe and document this phenomenon, trying to understand 
and identify its general traits and the peculiarities of Syrian selfie videos in order to 
broaden the horizon for new questions about this emerging subject. 
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About the research

    It may be unusual, or even unacceptable, to speak of poetry in wars or aesthetics in 
crises. People experiencing wars and crises refuse such dualities. The current situation 
in Syria, however, contains contradicting details, combining sad and funny elements in 
an obvious and shocking manner. The Syrian individual is going through a life of 
sadness, but he or she is still able to make jocks and laugh. He or she is living in severe 
poverty but is still able to have achievements and even win awards, especially in 
artistic and cultural fields.

    The hypothesis of the research is that Syrians who are experiencing the war have 
poetry in their lives. The research tries to identify some details of this condition in the 
daily life of Syrians who are still living inside Syria amidst the crisis. It also studies the 
impact of this condition on artistic production, focusing on works that are being made 
inside Syria, under the direct pressure of the war.

    The research problem presents paradoxes through the following questions: How can 
war produce art or jokes? How can poetry—an art of romance and beauty—surface in 
a city that is filled with blood? How can Syrians make fun of their own pain and 
transform it into jokes? How much pain must they have been feeling for them to do 
that? More importantly, was Damascus, and its artists truly affected by the ongoing 
situation there, including war’s poetry and crisis’ aesthetics?

    The research seeks to answer these questions using observation and analysis of 
social events in contemporary Syria, and by studying some art and intellectual produc-
tions made during the crisis. These serve as examples for this research. The research 
also uses surveys and interviews with several Syrian artists and cultural activists who 
are concerned with the subject of this research, especially in terms of social-psycholog-
ical analysis, and cultural and art production.

    The first chapter studies some daily life details, relying on studies by Sigmund Freud 
(1939-1856), who had explanations for people’s ability to overcome pain and suffer-
ing. By studying Freud’s writings about the World War I, the research explores the 
similar psychological and social impacts of different wars. Accordingly, the research 
discusses key subjects such as death, places, love, and the psychological effects of the 
lack of public utilities and bad economic conditions.

    The second chapter is dedicated to studying some poetic aspects of art productions 
made during the crisis, using examples such as the television series Pack Your Bags, 
written by Mamdouh Hamada; the Flash Project; the monodrama Heart Attack; the 
film Four O’clock, Paradise Time by Muhammad Abdulaziz; and several examples from 
painting and other fine arts.

    The research concludes that the poetic aspect of war is incomplete and only applies 
to a superficial understanding of poeticism. Looking at this poetic state from within, it 
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seems unconvincing: although there is always hope, pain is still renewed every day. It 
is present even when it is mocked or translated into an art production. This poeticism 
may be more obvious in the future, when looking at it in retrospect, or told to the 
children and grandchildren of the current generation. Although stories would be filled 
with blood and loss of people, homes, and places, they would still be stories from the 
past. The past which can always be told more poetically than the present. 
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About the research

    This research discusses the image of ‘the homeland’ in underground Syrian songs by 
analysing the manifestation of the concept of homeland in the songs of two music 
groups from different generations. The first group is Kelna Sawa (Together) that 
started in the middle of 1990’s.The second group is Khebez Dawle that started in 
Beirut, Lebanon after the Syrian uprising by members who are from a different genera-
tion from the first group.

    The research starts with an overview of the current situation of the underground 
Syrian song, looking at the changes in means of production, marketing, and the radical 
transformation of the Syrian social and political reality. This does not necessarily mean 
a radical change in the rhetoric of Syrian song writers, especially in terms of the 
relationship with profound subjects such as ‘the image of the homeland’.

    In most studies and articles about cultural Syrian productions after 2011, there is a 
predominant idea that the forms of expression young Syrian artists choose—especially 
in independent, underground productions—have changed forever. This is usually 
attributed to the Syrian uprising and the profound changes it has made.

    By focusing on one theme in the work of two different generations, the research 
tries to liberate itself from inaccurate conclusions and tries to examine real changes, if 
any, which have occurred in content, and identifies similarities between the works of 
two different groups. This is done by analysing their work in detail whilst avoiding 
preconceived ideas.

    The research starts with a theoretical introduction about the music production 
landscape in Syria, and its links to the Arab region. Then, it defines the ‘underground’ 
song as a subject for the research, by profiling the most prominent music groups in 
Syria. This is followed by explaining the reasons for choosing the two mentioned 
groups.

    In its first part, the research studies Kelna Sawa and the type of songs they have 
produced, as well as the experiences of the group members in their tour in the US. The 
research then analyses in detail the group’s album Kelna Sawa Radio that dealt with 
public issues in Syria and the region. The content of the songs is analysed in detail to 
conclude with general observations about the album and the group’s message. These 
observations compare the rhetoric of the group with that of Syrian political authorities 
at the time and examine the group’s views on major historic events such as September 
11 and the occupation of Iraq in 2003.

    The second part of the research examines the work of Khebez Dawle, the group that 
started after 2011, and its first album, which holds the group’s name for a title and was 
made in 2015. Like in the first part, the research analyses the album’s songs in detail 
and tries to identify elements that distinguishes it from Radio Kelna Sawa.
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    At the end, the research arrives at a number of conclusions about ‘the image of the 
homeland’ in both groups’ songs by looking at each album within its historical context.

    One of the most important conclusions is the similarities between the rhetoric of 
Kelna Sawa and the rhetoric of Syrian political authorities regarding regional issues 
and the effects of the aforementioned historical events on Syrians. The research also 
observes differences in the form of the rhetoric of Khebez Dwale that manifests in the 
group choosing new terms and language in contradiction with the current rhetoric of 
Syrian political authorities. However, Khebez Dawle present an ambiguous definition 
of the Syrian homeland, as doKelna Sawa. In their criticism of the political authorities, 
Khebez Dawle used tools from previous generations that had very low levels of 
freedom of expression in spite of their working away from censorship of the authori-
ties both geographically and linguistically. The research also lists a number of linguistic 
notes about the rhetoric’s language.
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About the research

    Most Syrian and Iraqi children have been subjected to physical and emotional harm 
and violence because of the ongoing wars in both countries. Some of them are now 
under the dangerous rule of the self-proclaimed caliphate of the so-called ‘Islamic 
State’. The organisation controls thousands of square kilometres from Raqqa in Syria 
to Mosul in Iraq—a land of oil fields, arms warehouses, historical monuments, and 
wealth. The true wealth of IS, however, is the children under its rule. These children 
are as much of a wealth for the organisation as they are a loss for Syrian and Iraqi 
societies.

    IS has started a new phenomenon—recruiting children. This phenomenon is gravely 
dangerous for children and for humanity as a whole. In parallel with the international 
and Arab war on the organisation, this research contributes to exposing the organisa-
tion’s crimes against Syrian children and its violations of all their natural and legal 
rights, replacing them with harsh duties and obligations, as well as hateful, violent, 
and deadly propaganda. The research sheds light on different aspects of this problem 
and tries to paint a picture of this phenomenon that is accurate and comprehensive of 
the propaganda and education the children have been subjected to by the extremist 
organisation.
 
    The research is facing difficulties due to the lack of field studies on the children’s 
situation under the rule of IS. There are no accurate numbers of children killed and 
those who are fighting with the organisation since IS bans any such activity. The 
numbers in newspapers and study centres are only estimates. On the other hand, the 
organisation itself provides some numbers on its websites and media outlets, such as 
Al Furqan, Al Bayan, and Aa’maq, as well as other websites that support the organisa-
tion, which produce their own articles, studies, magazines, and films. Most of these 
websites, however, are being hacked and reported by internet users, who by doing so, 
participate in the war on IS. This makes using these outlets for research extremely 
difficult most of the time.

    Other sources include Western newspapers that write about the organisation 
and the many manifests, articles, and denouncements of the phenomenon of 
recruiting children. Arabic newspapers issue papers and articles about the same 
phenomenon. But some of these give a general description without any details, 
and others focus only on one aspect, or achieve little more than sympathy and 
denouncement. Although dozens of books have been written about IS and its 
structure and ideology, none of them focused on the phenomenon of recruiting 
children. For all these reasons, the only sources that are covering this phenomenon 
are those of the organisation itself. This coverage is governed by the image that the 
organisation wants to paint of itself. But this very image is, in fact, condemning 
evidence of the organisation’s crimes against children, namely teaching them 
hatred and violence as ways of life.
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    The research is divided into three parts. The first part is a general view of the 
emergence of IS and the situation of children under its rule, as well as how the organi-
sation treated children throughout its existence. This part relied on the historical 
method in addition to books and articles about this subject.

    After the historical overview, the second part discusses children’s education under 
the rule of IS in terms of mechanisms, characteristics, and how children are prepared 
to be recruited in the organisation later. The third part examines the techniques of 
recruiting. Using studies, articles, relevant videos, and other sources, the final two 
parts follow a descriptive method in providing and analysing information to arrive at 
results that show the effects of these factors on children’s lives and help better under-
stand the phenomenon of children recruiting and all the educational, moral, religious, 
and military circumstances the children are being subjected to. Thus, the research 
seeks to formulate an idea of how a child would be by examining the example of the 
so-called ‘jihadi child’.

    The research is concluded with three appendixes. The first states the number of 
children recruited by IS and those who have been killed. The second comprises 
examples of manifests and denouncements of IS by international organisations. The 
third appendix lists key events in the history of IS. 
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